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Y object in this paper is to amplify the description of the
busts of James I. on his silver coinage as given in Hawkins,
in his Silver

Coins of England,

3rd edition.

I will there-

fore take these coins as the standard, making a passing
remark

concerning

the gold types when a corresponding

change

occurs.
First

bust.

James

I. was proclaimed

King

of

England on

24th March, 1602-3, and on the 21st of May following,

indentures

were entered into with the Master of the Mint for the coining of his
new moneys, the silver issue of which was to be of the same denomination as that of his predecessor.

T h e designation of King of Scotland

was added to the titles in the legend on the obverse, and the arms of
Scotland to the shield on the reverse, whilst a new legend EXVRGAT
DEVS

I N I M I C I was

DISSIPENTVR

DEVM ADIVTOREM

MEVM.

The

s u b s t i t u t e d for the old
b u s t a p p e a r i n g on

POSVI

the shilling,

Fig. 2 of the Plate ; sixpence, Fig. 4 ; half-groat, Fig. 1 ; and penny,
Fig. 3, represents the K i n g clothed in figured armour, crowned, hair
short, beard cut square, and the countenance has a strained look.
T h e r e was a corresponding bust on the half sovereign and smaller
gold coins.
Second bust.
occurs.

Later in this year, 1603, we find that an alteration

His Majesty, perhaps, disapproved of his portrait, which can-

not by any means be considered flattering.

It is recorded in Ruding

that on the 13th of March, 1603-4, the K i n g and Queen visited the
Mint in the Tower, where they coined money and gave it to divers
persons there present.

This

visit may have been caused by

King's desire to see the coins struck with his new effigy.

the

Sixpences
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The Blists

of James

1. on his Silver

Coinage.

of 1603 occur^with both busts, Figs. 4 and 5, but those bearing the
later one, F i g . 5, are rare.

T h e K i n g now appears more portly in

form, back upright, beard pointed and resting on his breast, ancl his
countenance is placid, Figs. 5 ancl 6.
half-groat ancl penny.

N o alteration occurred in the

T h i s change could not apply to the half sovereign

and smaller gold coins, for apparently none were coined, but the figure
on the sovereign was slightly altered.
Third

bust.

In

1604 he assumed the title of K i n g

of Great

Britain, France and Ireland, which style, according to Ruding, was
ordered by proclamation, dated 20th of October, to be used upon the
coins.

Upon the

n t h of November the necessary

indenture

was

entered into, and on the 16th of the same month the new coins were
proclaimed current.
bear

the

T h e s e are known as the " Second C o i n a g e " and

l e g e n d QVIFC D E V S C O N I V N X I T N E M O S E P A R E T

on

the

reverse.
T h e bust now shows another alteration : the figured armour still
remains, but the beard is cut square and stands out from the breast,
whilst the crown is tilted a little back on the head, Fig. 7.

With this

coinage the bust disappears from the half groat and penny.

There

was also an alteration in the gold coinage.
Fourth

bust.

T h e next change takes place in 1605.

T h e armour

is no longer figured, but plain ; the hair longer, parted down the back,
brushed forward, and just appears under the crown on the forehead,
Fig. 8.
F i g 9.

This last feature is much more marked on the

sixpences,

Sixpences of 1605 with mint-mark rose occur with both these

busts, Figs. 10 and 11, thus showing that the alteration occurs in that
year.

Figured armour now disappears from the gold coins.
Fifth

bust.

T h e year 1608 shows another alteration as far as the

shilling is concerned.

T h e hair is longer, brushed back from the head,

and appears below the crown on the forehead.

T h i s feature is more

pronounced on some of the dies than others, Fig. 19, the moustache
and beard being longer.

This bust does not appear on the sixpences,

ancl the corresponding change on the double crown does not take place
until 1612, with the Tower mint-mark.

T h e change of mint-mark from

grapes to coronet occurred, according to Snelling, on November n t h ,

Chronology of the Busts.
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1607, and this mark continued to be used until May 17th, 1609, a
period of 18 months.

Both busts occur on shillings with the coronet

mint-mark, Figs. 13 and 14, and as the numbers I have met with are
pretty equally divided between them, 1608 may, in the absence of
other evidence, be fairly put down as the year in which the new head
was introduced.
Very little silver money was coined between 1613 and 1621, and
the coins bearing the mint-marks for the intervening years are correspondingly rare.

I have seen no shilling or sixpence bearing any

mint-mark between the ton, 1615, ancl rose, 1621.

There are, how-

ever, shillings bearing the mint-marks, book, 1616, cross, 1618, ancl
spur-rowel, 1619, reported to be in existence ; but the last, I think,
should belong to the next series.
Sixth hist.

In 1621 there was a great acceleration in the coinage

of silver, perhaps attributable to the working of the Welsh mines in the
neighbourhood of Aberystwith.

On the coins of this year the last

alteration appears, though probably the official change took place in
1619, at the same time as that on the gold issues.

T h e hair is slightly

longer ancl curls up over the edge of the crown on the forehead, the
beard is shorter ancl stands out more from the chin, whilst the whole
appearance of the face is coarser, Fig. 15.
T h i s bust continued till the king's decease, which occurred in
March, 1624-5.

T o correspond with this, on the gold coins we find a

very great change, which was effected in 1619 when the laurel and its
sub-divisions
Monarch

were

is turned

introduced.
to the left,

On these coins the effigy

of the

wearing the laurel wreath.

The

armour is hidden by a scarf, which gives his Majesty the appearance of
being about to sit down to dinner with a napkin tucked under his chin,
Fig. 16.
William

T h i s ugly design, so coarse in execution, is attributed to
Holle, who, in 1618, had been appointed Cuneator of the

Mint, vide Mr. L. Forrer's Biographical

Dictionary

of Medallists,

&c.

T o recapitulate ancl to give the mint-marks ancl dates of the coins
I have met with, we have :—•

The Bsts

of James

. on his Silver

Coinage.

First bust, 1603 (1604 for half-groat and penny).
Mint-mark, thistle—shilling, Fig. 2 ; sixpence,
groat, Fig. 1 ; and penny, F i g 3.
Mint-mark, lis—half-groat, penny.

Second hist,

1603, Fig. 4 ;

half-

1604.

Mint-mark, thistle—shilling, Fig. 6 ; sixpence, 1603, Fig. 5, 1604.
Mint-mark, lis—shilling, sixpence, 1604.

Third bust, 1604- 5.
Mint-mark, lis—shilling, Fig. 7 ; sixpence, 1604, 1605.
Mint-mark, rose—shilling, sixpence, 1605, Fig. 10.

Fourth bust, shillings, 1605-8 ; sixpences,

1605-19.

Shillings:—-Mint-marks,
rose, escallop, grapes, Fig. 8 ; coronet, Fig. 13.
Some of the escallop shillings vary by having the mint-mark of
different sizes and in the number of pellets on each side of it.
Sixpences:—Mint-marks,
rose, 1605, Fig. 11, 1606; escallop, 1606,
1607 ; grapes, 1607 ; coronet, 1607, 1608 ; key, 1609, 1610 (the
" 10 " over " 09 ") ; bell over key, 1610 (the " 10 " over " 09 "), Fig.
17 ; bell, 1610, British Museum \ obverse, mullet; reverse, bell, 1610,
Fig. 1 8 ; mullet, 1 6 1 1 ; tower, 1612. Mr. S. Spink informed me
that his firm has had one in their possession bearing this mark and
date; trefoil, 1613, Fig 9 ; cinquefoil, 1615, British Museum, and
ton, 1615, British Museum.
Snelling mentions a sixpence of
1614, which must have had the cinquefoil mark. T h e sixpences
after 1606 have more generally H I for H I B in the legend, Fig. 9.

Fifth

bust, 1608-19.

Shillings:—Mint-marks,
coronet, Fig. 14; key, bell, bell over key,
mullet, tower, trefoil, cinquefoil, ton, Fig. 12.
The Rev. Henry Christmas in Numismatic Chronicle, New
Series, I, 27, mentions the cross, ancl Snelling the book and
spur-rowel marks; but the last, I consider, ought to have the
sixth bust.
Some of these shillings have M A for M A G , Fig. 12; B R I
for B R I T , Fig. 12 ; and FII for H I B , Fig. 19, in the legend.

Sixth bust, 1619-24.
Shillings :—-Mint-marks, rose, Fig. 15 ; thistle, lis and trefoil; some
bearing the last three marks have a plume over the shield on the
reverse, Fig. 20.
Sixpences:—Mint-marks,
rose, 1621; thistle over rose, 1621, Fig. 2 1 ;
thistle, 1 6 2 1 - 3 ; lis> 1623, 1624; altered die, Fig. 22, 1624; and
trefoil, 1624.

Mint-Marks

to the Various

Busts.
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For these coins a great number of different dies were used, varying
from one another in small details, such as the addition or
omission of pellets at the sides of the mint-mark or in the
legend, substituting J A C O B ' for J A C O B V S ' Fig. 20 ; M A for
M A G , Fig. 23 ; F R for F R A , Fig. 28 ; H I for H I B , Fig. 20;
and on the reverse by a variation in the size of the harp,
Figs. 23 and 24.
Some of the sixpences with the rose and thistle mint-marks have
a plain instead of a bird-headed harp, Figs. 25, 26 and 27.
Fig. 26 has a curious error in the reverse legend, in reading
S E P R A T instead of S E P A R E T , and in Numismatic Chronicle,
1876, p. 152, Major A. B. Creeke records a sixpence of 1623,
mint-mark, lis, on which the shield of the reverse bears the
royal arms, quarterly, France first and third, and England
second and fourth, instead of first and fourth and second and
third respectively.
Hawkins mentions a rose shilling as
having a plain harp.
T h e Q V I E D E V S sixpence, mint-mark thistle, 1604, I have not
seen and therefore am unable to place it. Mr. Kenyon in
Numismatic Chronicle, 4th Series, V. 106, mentions that there
was one in the Oswestry Find.

James I. was the first English monarch after the great alteration in
the design of the coinage under his great-grandfather, Henry VII., to
have himself represented in armour on the smaller denominations of the
silver coins.
unwarlike

It was, perhaps, human vanity which induced the most

of our sovereigns to depict himself in the most warlike

of costumes.

Vain as this king was, this representation was

more

likely due to the prevailing fashion among the European rulers of that
time, as is shown on the contemporary coins of France and
continental nations.

other

It is only right to add that he is so represented

on his Scottish coins before his succession to the throne of England.
W e can also trace the gradual change of fashion, by the continued
lengthening of the hair, from the short cropped head of the Tudor
period to the lovelocks of the Cavaliers of his son's reign, which were
subsequently exchanged for the flowing peruke of the times of his
grandchildren.
A comparison of the portraits of King James on contemporary
paintings, so far as they are accessible to me, with those upon his coins
VOL.
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Coinage.

has been practically useless, owing to the fact that, with one exception,
they are undated.

The

exception is that in the

National

Portrait

Gallery, painted by Van Somers, and dated 1621, which depicts the
king in his royal robes.

T h e beard and whiskers are as represented

on the sixth bust, and 1621 was the year it first appeared.
T h e r e is, however, another portrait which, though not dated, bears
evidence from which an approximate

date can be assumed.

It is.

on a silver plaque, attributed to Simon Passe, and illustrated in Mr..
Henderson's James
Biographies.

I. and

VI.,

one of the Goupil series of Royal

T h e plaque bears portraits of the king,

Anne of Denmark, and Henry Prince of Wales.
a lad, apparently of about 10 years of age.

his

Queen,

T h e last appears as
A s the Prince died in

1613, in his 19th year, these portraits must have been made some time
about the year 1603.

The

king is represented with his beard as

depicted in the first and third busts which appeared in 1603 and 1604
respectively.
T h e evidence, partial as it is, tends to show that the portraits of
the king both on the coins and on the contemporary pictures, in giving
him the same peculiar features, must have been true to life.
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OF

THE

PLATE.

Half-groat: mint-mark, thistle.
Shilling:
P e n n y : mint-mark, lis.
Sixpence:
„
thistle, 1603 ]1 Showing the year of"
change.
„
>,
1603 J
Shilling : mint-mark, thistle.
lis.
grapes.
Sixpence:
„
cinquefoil, 1613, showing hair more
marked under crown on forehead, and H I for H I B .
Sixpence : mint-mark, rose, 1605"[ S h o w i n g the year of
\
change.
33
33
33
33
Shilling:
„
ton, M A for M A G and B R I
for B R I T .
Shilling: mint-mark, coronet J* Showing
the
year
ofr
change.
33
33
33

Description
15.

Sixt^i

16.

17.

Fourth

18.
19.

Fifth

20.

Sixth

21.
22.
2324.

2526.

2728.

bust

of the Plate.

Shilling: mint-mark, rose, M A G
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and H I B .

(Gold) Laureated head ; mint-mark, lis, showing difference
in the bust.
Sixpence : mint-mark, bell over key, 1610, the " 10 " over
the " 09."
Sixpence: obverse, mint-mark, mullet; reverse, bell, 1610.
Shilling: mint-mark, coronet, showing difference of die in
the hair on the forehead ; also H I for H I B .
Shilling : mint-mark, lis; reverse, plume over shield ; also
J A C O B ' and H I in the obverse legend..
Sixpence: mint-mark, thistle over rose, 1621, and birdheaded harp.
Sixpence : mint-mark, lis, 1624, altered die; also large
harp on reverse.
Shilling : mint-mark, lis, M A for M A G .
Sixpence:
„ 1623, small harp on reverse,
rose, 1621, plain harp on reverse.
„ 1621, bird-headed harp,
SEPRAT.
thistle, 1621, plain harp on reverse,
trefoil, 1624, F R for F R A .
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